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INTRODUCTION
Affordable housing has recently become a hot topic
due to the instability of the housing market and the
poor economy which have both led to stricter lending.
Up until 2007, house prices had risen year-upon-year
and were increasing a lot faster than wages. This
encouraged a lot of developers and ‘buy to let’ buyers
into the market to snap up cheap housing to either
renovate it to sell at a profit, or to rent back privately
to pay off the mortgage taken against it. This was
coupled with lenders offering up to 125% mortgages
to try to help first-time buyers onto the market and, in
some extreme cases, seven times the buyer’s salary
to try to keep up with the rising prices. Lenders also
relaxed their criteria for lending, which meant they did
not always lend to people with good credit ratings.

slowed down. The government is still pledging money
to build more social housing but it has massive debts
and, in an election year, it is not clear what will
happen after May. The recession has led to the
establishment of a number of funding programmes;
one such scheme is the Lottery’s People and Places
(Addressing the Economic Downturn in Wales) (as
reported under GRANTfinder reference UGCH40).
Due to the impact the economic downturn has had on
communities in Wales over the 18 months up to
February 2010, this scheme has been designed to
fund projects that support coordinated action by
people in all types of affordable housing, to make their
communities better places to live.
TYPES OF AFFORDABLE HOUSING
Social rented

By 2007, everything came to a halt in the ‘credit
crunch’. A credit crunch is a situation where banks
are too nervous to lend to each other, and when they
do, it is at inflated interest rates. When banks were
lending to people with poor credit ratings (particularly
in America), interest rates were low. Other banks
worldwide bought
some of this debt as
an investment. By the
time interest rates
rose, those debts
could not be paid by
people who
realistically could not
afford them. This
caused a rise in
repossessions, which
led to the housing
market being flooded
and a rapid drop in
prices. Banks made
lending a lot more
difficult which led to a
worldwide recession.
The housing market
then became stagnant
as people were in negative equity and could not afford
to move.
This all had a massive effect on affordable housing.
With the increase in repossessions, there are now
more people in need of social housing. However, the
stock of social houses available has reduced because
of the number of private landlords now trying to sell
their properties. The recession has led to funding for
social housing drying up and everything has generally

Social rented housing is available to those on
registered social landlords (RSL) and local authority
registers. Rent is set at a below-market level and by
factors such as the value and size of the property, and
earning levels. In some cases, tenants have the right
to buy their property through
the ‘Right to Buy’ or ‘Right to
Acquire’ schemes.
The Right to Acquire scheme
is aimed at tenants of RSLs
who live in a property that
has been built or registered
before 1997 using a Social
Housing Grant and who have
spent five years as a public
sector tenant. Right to Buy is
a similar scheme for secure
local authority tenants who
have lived in their property
for five years. There are
some exceptions to the Right
to Acquire and Right to Buy
schemes, such as if the property is suitable for an
elderly or disabled person, or if the property has been
let in connection with employment.
Intermediate affordable housing
Intermediate affordable housing is a step up from
social rented housing but is still cheaper than the
current housing market. In an intermediate rented
property, rent is charged at more than social rented
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properties but less than privately owned properties. These
properties are also available to government key workers who
do not want to purchase their own home. Another option
under intermediate affordable housing is a shared ownership
property. This is where the equity of the property is shared
between more than one party such as between the buyer
and the builder of the property. The builder may then charge
rent on the half of the property that they own. There is
usually an option for the purchaser to obtain a larger share of
the property later on in the agreement. A shared equity
property is
similar, in
that two or
more
partners are
interested in
the value of
the property,
often through
a closed-end
or open-end
home equity
loan or
through a
shared
ownership
lease, where shares in the property can be bought and sold.
The sale of a property can also be discounted so the buyer
purchases the entire property at discounted rates.
WHICH AGENCIES EXIST TO DELIVER AFFORDABLE
HOUSING AND WHAT ARE THEY DOING?
The following agencies exist to deliver affordable housing:
RSLs and Unregistered Bodies
“Registered Social Landlords (RSLs) are housing
associations which are registered with and regulated by the
Tenants Services Authority. Since the early 1990s, RSLs
have been the main providers of new affordable housing.
They can deliver more units for a given amount of public
expenditure because they may access private finance. They
also own and manage the affordable homes they provide,
and others transferred to them by local authorities.”1
Local Authorities and Arms Length Management
Organisations (ALMOs)
ALMOs are companies, owned by the local authority,
designed to increase the amount of council houses available.
ALMOs are described on the Improvement and Development
Agency for Local Government website as follows:
“ALMOs are designed to encourage both the participation of
the local community in the management of their homes and
the continuous improvement of council housing services.
Government funding is provided on the condition that local
authorities separate their management and strategic
functions.
An ALMO must:
•

deliver major repairs and improvements to bring
homes up to the Decent Homes Standard (a

government initiative which aims to bring council
houses and council-funded housing association
properties up to meet a standard of decency);
•

collect rents, deal with arrears and debt counselling;

•

maintain properties; and

•

manage lettings and deal with empty properties.

The local authority is still responsible for:
•

the housing strategy;

•

housing benefit and rent rebate administration; and

•

the overall policy on rents.”2

WHY DO WE NEED AFFORDABLE HOUSING?
Poverty levels in the UK in comparison with lesser
developed countries seem like a drop in the ocean;
however, there are still a significantly large number of
families who live below the breadline. These families
cannot afford to purchase a house through conventional
means. Through affordable housing schemes, however,
they are able to live in a home which they either rent or own
(often at a percentage of the property) at a rate which they
can stretch to. Funding schemes such as the Homes and
Communities Agency’s Homebuy Scheme (reported under
GRANTfinder reference UGD020) support people who live in
England and cannot afford to buy a home outright. The
scheme enables home buyers to purchase a property
together with a RSL. Home owners have the responsibility
for repairs and maintenance as well as for meeting mortgage
repayments. Homebuy is also run in Wales (reported under
GRANTfinder reference UIG880) and a similar scheme
called Lift is run in Scotland (reported under GRANTfinder
references UIE560, UIE570, UI3600, and UI9850), whilst the
equivalent support in Northern Ireland is available through
the Northern Ireland Housing Executive (reported under
GRANTfinder reference UI5680, UI5690, UI5700, UI5710,
UI5720, UI5730).
The high level of
unemployment is
not helping matters.
According to the
Office for National
Statistics, the
current
unemployment
level is at 7.8%,
which has steadily
risen since early
2008.3 With an
economic recovery
seeming very
distant and slow,
families need help
now. The amount
of job vacancies
has fallen and the
amount of
applicants per vacancy has risen so people can find
themselves unemployed for a long time. In that time, they
may not be able to pay their mortgage, and coupled with a
poor housing market, they will be looking for help to ensure
they have a home to live in. Help is offered by schemes
such as the Department for Employment and Learning’s
Training and Employment Initiatives (reported under
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GRANTfinder reference number UE6010) which assists
unemployed people in Northern Ireland (over the age of 18)
to obtain the necessary skills to improve employability, which
includes customised training at a company and the
acquisition of basic skills and job-seeking techniques.
Similarly, the Progress – Employment and Social Solidarity
programme (reported under GRANTfinder reference number
ZE1350) is there to help, in that it covers actions at a
European level that will ensure coherent implementation of
EU employment and social affairs policies.
Employment alone though will not alleviate the need for
affordable housing. Shelter4, the homeless charity, lists the
problems in England as follows:
•

Waiting lists for council houses will take years to
clear.

•

Millions of people are unable to keep up with
mortgage payments which leads to a rise in the rate
of repossessions.

•

Families are being priced out of rural properties due
to the rise in the number of second home
ownerships.

•

Millions of people are waiting for years in temporary
accommodation for social housing.

•

The demand for new houses is rising faster than the
rate at which new housing is being built.

•

People on low incomes who rent their properties
privately have to put up with poor conditions.

reference UGZ120). The National Affordable Housing
Programme is an ambitious and complex programme of
investment. It is the route by which the Government will
deliver a significantly increased supply of affordable homes.
However, it also encompasses a range of important policy
intentions in areas such as homelessness, supported
housing, rural housing and key worker recruitment and
retention. Over the period 2008-11, the Homes and
Communities Agency will invest £8.4 billion in affordable
housing through the NAHP.
The Homes and Communities Agency was created for the
following reasons:6

WHAT IS THE GOVERNMENT DOING ABOUT IT?

•

To improve the supply and quality of housing in
England.

As recently as February 2010, the Housing Minister, John
Healy, announced that roughly 8,000 affordable homes
would be built using an investment of nearly £500 million
throughout the country.5 This figure meant that, since June
2009, the Government has spent £3.5 billion on building
houses. The Homebuy scheme (as previously mentioned
and reported under GRANTfinder reference UGD020) will be
making around 3,000 homes available which are going to be
offered as a helping hand to first-time buyers, and the
remaining houses (around 5,000) will be available through
housing associations and are destined to be offered through
affordable rent. The announcement went on to say:

•

To secure the regeneration of development of land
or infrastructure in England.

•

To support in other ways the creation, regeneration
or development of communities in England or their
continued wellbeing.

•

To contribute to the achievement of sustainable
development and good design in England, with a
view to meeting the needs of people living in
England.

“Since June, and despite the recession, John Healey has
approved £3.5 billion government funding for nearly 60,000
new homes. As well as going to housing associations, this
cash has been used to help
developers to kickstart their
stalled projects and get house
building back on track, and to
fund the largest council
house-building programme for
two decades.”
The Homes and Communities
Agency has been set up by
the Government to fund
affordable housing in
England. The main fund
available through the Homes
and Communities Agency is
the National Affordable
Housing Programme (NAHP) (reported under GRANTfinder

Social housing in Wales is available through social landlords
which are usually local authorities and RSLs and this is
supported by the Welsh Assembly Government. Funding
support may be available through the Welsh Social Justice
and Local Government Department’s Social Housing
Management Grant Programme (reported under
GRANTfinder reference UG4380). This
programme supports projects which
promote good practice and innovation
within the Welsh social housing sector.
The programme supports: pilot
innovative housing management
policies and schemes; the development
of housing management good practice;
and the implementation of new housing
management policies.
In Scotland, social housing is available
through public authorities and housing
associations or RSLs. Funding support
may be available through the Scottish
Government Environment and Rural Affairs Department’s
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GRO Grants for Owner Occupation (reported under
GRANTfinder reference number UI9850). Grants are used
to provide low-cost owner-occupied housing in Scotland, the
subsidy being offered
to developers to build
properties for sale.
There are three types
of projects funded:
those that contribute
to tenure
diversification in a
single tenure housing
estate; those that
contribute to
strategies for
regenerating older
urban
neighbourhoods; and
those that contribute
to owner-occupation in pressurised market areas.
The Department for Social Development is responsible for
setting social housing policy in Northern Ireland. It also
overseas the implementation of such policy through the
Northern Ireland Housing Executive and registered housing
associations. An example of funding which may be useful is
the Northern Ireland Housing Executive’s Improvement
Grants – Renovation (reported under GRANTfinder
reference number UI5710). Renovation grants of up to
£25,000 are available for owner-occupiers and landlords in
Northern Ireland, to bring a property up to the standard of
fitness for human habitation.
WHAT SUPPORT IS AVAILABLE?
Housing support varies across the sector from Central
Government and council support, to support from charitable
agencies and housing associations. An example of Central
Government support is a scheme such as the Scottish
Government Health Directorate’s Lift Open Market Shared
Equity Pilot (reported under GRANTfinder reference number
UIE570). This pilot scheme (which is now closed for this
year) allows first-time buyers in Scotland to buy a property
on the open market in areas where affordability is a key
problem for buyers. The Scottish Government gives grants
to RSLs to help them fund part of the price of a property that
is for sale on the open market.
An example of council support is Warrington Borough
Council’s Housing Grants Scheme (reported under
GRANTfinder reference number UI7370). This scheme
offers grants
for fitting out
premises,
refurbishment,
environmental
improvement,
security
measures,
new
equipment and
rent relief
throughout
Warrington.
Support from
housing
associations also varies widely. A housing association such
as Trident offers a ‘Money Advice Service’ which includes

undertaking grant searches, ensuring clients are on the
correct benefit entitlement and debt management and
budgeting advice. Accord Housing Association meanwhile is
very focused when it comes to support. Its
services cater for the following:7
•

People with learning disabilities.

•

People with mental health concerns.

•

Older adults.

•

People with dementia.

Support is also available from charities such
as the Isleworth and Hounslow Charity which
offers help to Hounslow residents in need,
hardship or distress. The charity is able to
offer a grants programme (reported under
GRANTfinder reference number UGCL50) which offers
funding up to £500 to buy essential equipment or services
such as insulation and repairs.
CONCLUSION
The ratio of those in need of social housing compared to the
amount of social housing available is too high at the
moment. This is a big issue, but in an election year, other
issues may take precedence. The country is officially out of
recession but economic growth is so slow that the effect has
not really filtered down to the general public. Banks are
beginning to lend again, but the criteria are still strict. There
are signs of recovery too in the housing market but again at
a very slow rate that is still largely unstable. The
government is still pledging money to building more
properties but it is unclear how long this will continue. At
present, there are still funding opportunities out there,
although there are a large number of people who need
support. With the help of charities and agencies such as
housing associations, affordable housing will be moving in
the right direction and as long as funding is able to continue,
the Government’s hope of everyone having access to a
decent home may one day be realised.
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